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Mood of us today



Last minute flash news



• Think for a while now

• What would you be your first thought in that case?

1. Rush out?

2. Call your wife/husband?

3. Look for kids/call family members?

4. Make plans how to keep yourself in safe?

5. Or simply ignore?



WHICH ONE HAS MORE EFFECT?

•Factual or non factual
• News is news as long as it has effects



What is news?

•“A printed, broadcast or digital report of factual 
information about important events in the 

world, country or local area.”



Where do you get your news?

•Discuss/tell about the advantages 
and disadvantages of your favourite 

news source.



Where do you get your news?
• Radio. ...

• Television. ...

• Newspaper and Magazines. ...

• Correspondents. ...

• Press Interviews. ...

• Press Conferences. ...

• Police Stations

• ……..   ?



• CRITICAL INTERNET USAGE
• &

• FAKE NEWS



FAKE NEWS SPREAD FASTER



What is fake news?

• false or misleading information presented as news. It often has the 
aim of damaging the reputation of a person or entity, or making 

money through advertising revenue. However, the term does not 
have a fixed definition, and has been applied more broadly to include 

any type of false information



Why fake news and what we should do 
• satire or parody ("no intention to cause harm but has potential 

to fool")

• false connection ("when headlines, visuals or captions don't 
support the content") Sloppy reporting 

• ____________________________________________

• Think critically. 

• Think twice. If you have any doubt, do NOT share the 
information.



When did fake news start? A long, long time ago!

• Propaganda, advertising, political spin, storytelling — fake news can 
take many shapes. It got its start a long time ago, and there’s no quick 
fix.

• Lets have a look at the most outstanding ones from the dramatıc
human history



• Usually, when the issue of fake news comes to the fore, the last 20-30 
years period comes to mind first.

• In fact, when might the first fake news have started?

• 100 years ago?

• 300 years ago?

• 500 years ?

• ?



Ramesses the Great – against the Hittite Empire in Kadesh



• The result of the Battle ?



• The battle ended in stalemate.

• But once back in Egypt, Ramesses 
spread lies portraying the battle 
as a major victory for the 
Egyptians. He had scenes of 
himself killing his enemies put up 
on the walls of nearly all his 
temples.



Battle of Actium -31 BC-final war of the Roman Republic



• What may have happened after the great war?



• The Roman general Mark Antony killed himself with his sword after 
his defeat in the Battle of Actium upon hearing false rumors — fake 
news .

• In the aftermath of the battle, Cleopatra took refuge in the 
mausoleum she had had built for herself. Antony, informed that 
Cleopatra was dead, stabbed himself with his sword. Before he died, 
another messenger arrived, saying Cleopatra still lived.

• Non factual / effect?



•So ,Types /sorts of fake news?



1) Satire or Parody

• Satire: the use of humour, irony, exaggeration, or ridicule to expose 
and criticize people's stupidity ect

• Sites such as the Onion or Daily Mash publish fake news stories as 
humorous attempts to satirize the media, but have the potential to 
fool when shared out of context.





Nervous Biden Rushes Past Intimidating Circle Of 
Senators Smoking Weed On Capitol Steps(clickbait)

“Excuse me, folks, just trying to get through here,”

Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) blew 
smoke in his direction and laughingly offered him a 
toke from a lit joint.

“Oh, uh, no thanks, haha. I’m running late. Plus, uh, I 
heard that stuff can make you go crazy.”



Manipulated Content-False Connection
• that’s sort of true but used in the wrong context – selectively chosen 

real facts that are reported to gain headlines, but tend to be a 
misinterpretation of scientific research.



• Manipulation can be described as news stories that use “real 
images or videos to create a false narrative”



“Speechless. This is not who we 

are as a nation”
Antonio Villaraigosa, the LA mayor



• The compelling photo was in fact real and Trump’s immigration 
policies were reported accurately; however, the photo placed next to 
the news story manipulated the content to indicate differently.



3) Sloppy reporting that fits an agenda



15 minutes



Spotting “Fake” News and Images 

on the WEB



Learning

Goals

• Understand why it’s important to 
question the truthfulness of articles and 
images found on the web

• Define confirmation bias and recognize 
how it impacts a 
person’s decision-making

• Develop strategies for identifying “fake” 
news and images



How To Spot Fake News? Advices?

• ‘’ If you have one person telling you it’s raining and one person 
telling you it’s sunny, you do not just quote them both. Instead, you
look out the window and find out for yourself which person is telling 
the truth.’’



Tips for Recognizing “Fake” News and Images

Before you cite or share:
1. Read beyond the headline

2. Consider the source

3. Check the author/photographer

4. Check the date

5. Check the links



Tips for Recognizing “Fake” News and Images

Before you cite or share:
6. Check the comments

7. Evaluate supporting quotes

8. Ask: “Is this a joke?” (satire)

− The Onion, The Daily Current, Empire News

9. Ask: “Do my own beliefs affect my 

judgement?” (confirmation bias)

10.Conduct a reverse image search



Lets think twice



• https://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=real-vs-fake

• Fix to answer only 25 ımages (10 minutes)

• The results/feedback at the end !!!

https://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=real-vs-fake


One more try in pairs

• https://landing.adobe.com/en/na/products/creative-cloud/69308-
real-or-photoshop/index.html

• Test yourselves explaining clues to your partner using the prompts
above

https://landing.adobe.com/en/na/products/creative-cloud/69308-real-or-photoshop/index.html


• Results of the last activity with reasons

• 25/?



Real or not ?



Real or not ?



Real or not ?



ACTIVITY IN PAIRS

• Mıxed Groups

• PLEASE MAKE A LIST OF YOUR LOGICAL GUESSES ABOUT THE CASESw 
can the negative consequences?



Small group dıscussıon

: 

•Scenario #1: 

“News” reports tell of alleged gas 
shortage in the wake of Hurricane 

Harvey. Group I 

How can the spread of misinformation 
have negative consequences?



Small group discussion: 

• Scenario #2: 

Orange “legal advisory” fliers distributed on the Bates College 
campus in Maine only days prior to 2016 election telling 
students that if they wanted to vote in Lewiston, they would 
have to pay to change their driver’s licenses and to re-register 
any vehicle in the city.

• Group II

How can the spread of misinformation 
have negative consequences?



Small group discussion: 

• Scenario #3: 

You hear a rumor about a classmate at school and tell it to several others. You 
later learn the rumor is not true, but you had a hand in spreading it around 
school. How would you feel and what would you do to compensate ?

• Group III

How can the spread of misinformation 
have negative consequences?



CRITICAL INTERNET USAGE 



• What should we do about fake news in the use of the internet, which 
is an indispensable part of our lives in today's social life?



Discuss
•What have you learned today?

•Will this change the way you look at news in the future?

•Do you think people in your society are good at finding fake news?

•Do you think we rely too much on social media for our news?

•What can we do about fake news? What can we do individually and 

what might we do with others at our schools or larger communities?



Fact-checking sites
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